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Abstra t

Next generation 3G/4G wireless data networks allow multiple odes
(or hannels) to be allo ated to a single user, where ea h ode an support
multiple data rates. Providing ne-grained QoS to users in su h networks
poses the two dimensional hallenge of assigning both power (rate) and
odes to every user. This gives rise to a new lass of parallel s heduling
problems. We abstra t general downlink s heduling problems suitable for
proposed next generation wireless data systems. Our ontribution in ludes
a ommuni ation-theoreti model for multirate wireless hannels. In addition, while onventional fo us has been on throughput maximization, we
attempt to optimize the maximum response time of jobs, whi h is more
suitable for streams of user requests. We present provable results on the
algorithmi omplexity of these s heduling problems. In parti ular, we are
able to provide very simple, online algorithms for approximating the optimal maximum response time. We also perform an experimental study with
realisti data of hannel onditions and user requests that strengthens our
theoreti al results.
Keywords: S heduling, online algorithms, wireless networks, onvex programming, resour e augmentation, CDMA.

1 Introdu tion
There is tremendous momentum in the wireless industry towards next generation (3G and beyond)1 systems. These systems will not only migrate the
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existing voi e traÆ to a higher bandwidth platform, but are also expe ted to
jumpstart large s ale data traÆ . These emerging wireless systems2 su h as
CDMA, wideband OFDM and multislot TDMA allow multiple odes (parallel
hannels) to be allo ated to users, in ea h of whi h traÆ an ow in one of
multiple rates. This provides them more exibility than is available in urrent
systems to manage and modulate the traÆ . This also gives rise to novel parallel s heduling problems that we study in this paper. We use the terms ode and
hannel inter hangeably, sin e the terminology varies between CDMA, OFDM
and TDMA systems. So, for instan e, a ode ( hannel) will denote a ode when
referring to CDMA, a frequen y tone when referring to OFDM and a time slot
for TDMA.
In a pa ket wireless ellular ar hite ture ea h ell has a base station and is
onne ted by a high-speed ba kbone to the Internet. Ea h base station handles
all requests to and from mobile users within the ell, i.e., it handles both uplink
(from mobile users) and downlink (to mobile users) requests.
Our fo us in this paper is on the downlink hannel performan e, whi h is
likely to be a major fo us in emerging systems sin e data traÆ is expe ted
to dominate over time and data traÆ typi ally tends to have asymmetri ally
large downlink demand. Existing wireline s heduling and resour e allo ation
algorithms an not be dire tly applied to manage the downlink sin e wireless
networks have unique hara teristi s, su h as lo ation dependent hannel errors. Users in di erent regions of a ell experien e di erent hannel onditions
resulting in lo ation dependent data and pa ket error rates. Unlike traditional
s heduling s enarios, in a wireless environment, the s heduler must onsider
hannel state in order to provide reasonable Quality of Servi e (QoS), and wireless systems have a variety of built-in apabilities to gather hannel ondition
information to this purpose.

1.1 Contributions
Our ontributions are threefold.
 We abstra t a general downlink s heduling problem in next generation
wireless data networks. This problem has many novelties. For example,
we embody hannel hara teristi s guided by ommuni ation theoreti
onsiderations, and the properties of these hannels get exploited in our
s heduling algorithms. Se ond, we study QoS parameters related to per
request behavior, in parti ular, we fo us on optimizing response time per
request. In ontrast, prior work in wireless systems s heduling has typially fo used on rate optimization (maximization) metri s (see for instan e
[18, 22, 23℄).
 We show that the problems we propose are NP- omplete and that they
are also hard to approximate. However, we use resour e-augmented ompetitive analysis, to derive simple, online algorithms that provably have
2 CDMA: Code Division Multiple A ess; OFDM: Orthogonal Frequen y Division Multiplexing; TDMA: Time-Division Multiple A ess.
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good performan e in approximating the optimal maximum response time
of a job. We also present results for other QoS metri s, su h as average
and weighted response times.



We present a detailed experimental study of our algorithms. Using real
web server request logs and realisti 3G/4G system parameters, we show
experimentally that our online algorithms are pra ti al, and perform signi antly better than our worst- ase analyses indi ate. We also examine
whi h resour e is most important to augment in a wireless setting.

1.2 Related Work
There has been a signi ant amount of work on s heduling problems over wireless hannels. We study the downlink s heduling problem. The uplink s heduling problem is a omplementary problem where the fundamental issues are quite
di erent. See [6℄ and referen es therein for more details.
Typi ally, resour e allo ation problems study per-user rate throughput. The
rate optimization problem has been extensively studied for various wireless systems with fo us varying from maximizing overall throughput to providing a
minimum throughput guarantee for all users. A good dis ussion of related work
about throughput optimization and fairness in wireless data networks an found
in [18, 22℄.
Job s heduling is very popular in the ontext of pro essor s heduling, and
various algorithms have been proposed for di erent QoS metri s su h as ompletion time, maximum response time and weighted response time [16℄. In the
parallel s heduling literature, there has been signi ant work on s heduling of
malleable tasks, see for example [27, 19, 13, 26, 17℄. Our multidimensional malleable s heduling problem has not been studied previously.
In wireless networks, job s heduling has been addressed in the ontext of
downlink broad ast s heduling [2℄. There a single transmission may satisfy multiple users or requests whi h is a model that is appli able in many spe ial purpose
systems. In ontrast, we fo us on uni ast s heduling where ea h transmission
is destined to a unique request whi h applies to general purpose wireless data
networking. In a re ent work, downlink uni ast s heduling in CDMA systems
was studied [14℄; this is lose to our work in spirit. However, they assume a
linear rate model for the physi al layer whi h is not a urate. Also, they do
not have any upper bound on the number of available odes; hen e, they study
the problem of allo ating power only. We have studied the nuan es of allo ating both power and odes, whi h is more suitable. Finally, we have provided a
thorough ompetitive analysis of the online algorithms, in parti ular, using the
resour e augmented analysis; this is the rst provable result known for any of
the online s heduling problems, in luding the ones in [14℄.
We present the ommuni ation hannel model, and abstra t our
s heduling problem in Se tion 2. In Se tion 3, we present a theoreti al study
showing the stru ture and the omplexity of these problems. In Se tion 4,
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we present our main algorithmi results, namely, simple online algorithms and
present our augmented-resour e based analyses. In Se tion 5, we present our
experimental results. We have obtained a number of algorithmi results for
optimizing other per request QoS metri s su h as (weighted) average response
times whi h we have in luded in Se tion 4.2.

2 Problem Formulation
In this se tion, we des ribe the e e ts of the wireless ommuni ation medium on
the transmission rates for ea h user, and we also formulate parallel s heduling
problems that arise in next generation wireless networks.

2.1 Communi ation Channel Model
In wireless systems, hannels have variable attenuation depending on the geographi lo ation of the users. This is mainly due to multipath impairments and
radio propagation losses. Say the base station (BS) is ommuni ating with n
mobile users. The physi al hannel ( ode) attenuations of the users are denoted
by g1 ; g2;    ; gn respe tively; ea h gi is a s alar parameter alled the physi al
gain. If the BS transmits power pi to a user i, the signal-to-interferen e-plusnoise ratio (SINR) is given by SINR = gp2 ; where 2 is the total noise power
(in luding interferen e) [24℄. SINR determines the rate of transmission of pa kets to the user. In parti ular, the rate rbps () as a fun tion of the SINR an be
suitably approximated by a on ave logarithmi fun tion [10℄,
i

i

 log2 (1 + SINR )
rbps (SINR) = W

(1)

 is the spe tral bandwidth
where rbps (SINR) is the rate in bits per se ond, W
used, and is dependent on the oding gain from the physi al layer error are system parameters, whi h for our
orre ting ode [10℄. Both and W
purposes will be onstants. Therefore, for a parti ular user i that is allo ated
any single hannel, the number of bits re eived over a period of time  and over
the assigned hannel, obtained as a fun tion of the power p allo ated to the user
on that hannel ( ode), is given by
  log2 (1 + gi p )
ri (p) = W
(2)
2
The rate vs. SINR urves for next-generation wireless systems losely approximate the onvex fun tion des ribed by this equation (see for example [8℄). This
rate fun tion already embodies the e e t of variable rate error- orre ting oding
s hemes in the physi al layer, as is typi al in next generation wireless systems
[10, 8, 21℄. Therefore, we will use this equation for rate al ulations in our
s heduling problems. For notational onvenien e we will denote gi = g2 as
 yielding ri (p) = W log2 (1 + pgi ).
the hannel gain and we will set W =  W
Observe that SINR is impli itly ontained in the term pgi .
i
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2.2 Abstra t S heduling Problem
The base station has a total power P to transmit. Time is assumed to be partitioned into equal width windows alled time slots3 (or frames), whose width is  .
We also assume that there are a total of C odes whi h an be assigned to users
in ea h time slot. Requests4 arrive in the system over time at the beginning of
time slots; requests/jobs are for non-real time traÆ su h as browsing, downloads, et ., i.e., le transfers. In the sequel, we sometimes speak of a request's
gain, to mean the gain of the user that pla ed the request. The size si (in bits)
and the hannel gain gi of the user who made the ith request are known when
the request arrives at time ai . The arrival time is also known as release time.
We will assume that the hannel onditions of the users are onstant over the
s heduling period. Although this is a simpli ation, it holds in realisti ases5.
The s heduling problem is to determine an assignment of power and odes to
ea h user in ea h time slot, so as to optimize the required QoS riterion. Observe that, if power p is allo ated to the ith user on any ode j over some time
slot, the user re eives data at a rate ri (p) in the time slot over ode j . If a
user is assigned more odes over a same time slot, the orresponding rates sum
up. So, for instan e, if user i is assigned powers p1 and p2 over two di erent
odes in some time slot, it re eives data at a rate ri (p1 ) + ri (p2 ) in the time slot
onsidered. Observe that the above implies that gain only depends on the user
and is the same for all odes assigned to the user. An obvious onstraint is that
the same ode annot be used by two di erent users in a same time slot.
Formally, jobs arrive online and ea h is fully des ribed by its size and arrival
time, while the s heduling algorithm produ es the following output.
Output: for every user/job i, Ci (t), the set of odes assigned to i at time t, and
pji (t), the power assigned to i at time t in ea h ode j 2 Ci (t). In the sequel, we
sometimes omit t when lear from ontext.
The assignment must satisfy the following onditions.





Total Code and Power Constraints. Obviously, for any time slot t,

C and

P P

i

j
j 2C (t) pi (t)  P .

P

i jCi (t)j 

i

Dis rete Rate Set : Only a dis rete set of rates (equivalently, minimum
power per dis rete rate) is allowed. These rates denoted R(1); R(2); : : :
have the property6 that RR(h(h)1)  2.
Request Completion: All requests get the requested data size, that is, if si
and Ri (t) denote the size of request i and the overall rate provided to it

We will use time and time slot inter hangeably when no onfusion arises.
The terms: requests, jobs and users, will be used inter hangeably.
5
If time s ale of the s heduler is several se onds, and if the users do not have very high
mobility, then the hannel onditions will be stati over this time s ale [24℄.
6
This relationship holds for existing next generation wireless data system proposals like
dma2000 and HDR, whi h have rate set of f38.4, 76.8, 102.6, 153.6, 204.8, 307.2, 614.4,
921.6, 1228.8, 1843.2, 2457.6g kilobits per se ond (kbps). The fa tor 2 is not sa rosan t. If
the dis rete rates are more spread out, but bounded by some onstant, all our results will
apply with minor hanges in the laimed bounds.
3

4
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in time slot t, then we need

si =

X

t

Ri (t) =

X X

t j 2Ci (t)

ri (pji (t))

(3)

where ri (pji (t)) is al ulated using (2)7 , subje t to the dis rete rate set
onstraint above.
Finally, as remarked above, no two users an be allo ated the same ode in the
same time slot.
Our goal is to minimize the maximum response time or max- ow [7℄, where
response time for request i is i ai , if request i is ompleted at time i .8
Sometimes, we may write Ai (I ), to mean the ompletion time of the ith request
of instan e I , when submitted to algorithm A. We will fo us on this goal for
most of the paper. We also prove results for ertain related metri s su h as total
weighted response time. These results appear in Se tion 4.2.
We assume requests may be served over several time slots with di erent
sets of odes at ea h time slot. In standard s heduling terminology [7℄, this
orresponds to requests being preempted (i.e., stop pro essing a request, pro ess
other requests, and resume the original request) and migrated (i.e., sets of odes
assigned to a user may di er from one time slot to another)9.
There are two basi variants of our problems, namely oine or online. In
the oine version, all request arrivals are known ahead of time. The oine
ase is of theoreti al interest and is mainly useful to quantify the bene t to be
a rued from s heduling. In the online ase, requests arrive over time and the
s heduling algorithms have to take their de isions without knowledge of future
requests. The performan e of the online algorithms is measured in omparison
to the oine ase as in standard ompetitive analysis.
A malleable resour e problem is one in whi h giving more of a resour e (say,
more pro essors) improves performan e. Therefore, our problem is a version of
a multidimensional malleable resour e problem. Prior work involves malleable
s heduling of parallelizable jobs [27, 13℄ or s heduling a mixture of malleable
and non-malleable jobs [9, 19℄, but none addresses our problem. For example, in
our ase, the pro essing time of a job depends on two variables, the number of
odes and the assigned power per slot; both these resour es are malleable, and
they have a strongly (nonlinearly) oupled e e t on data rate through Equations
(2)-(3). Our work is di erent from [25℄ sin e our fo us is on maximum response
time, with preemption and online job arrivals.
For a given user the gain is onstant a ross hannels.
This is also sometimes alled ow time in literature.
9
A more detailed model may distinguish some odes to be more preferable than the others
from one time slot to another to insure inter ell interferen e avoidan e, an issue we do not
onsider in this paper.
7
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3 Understanding the S heduling Problems
3.1 Some Stru tural Observations
Here, we state and prove some properties of the ommuni ation hannel. They
will be invoked later in proving our main results.
Continuous Power (Rate) Case: First, we onsider the ase where rates
are not dis rete and they depend on power a ording to a monotoni fun tion,
as in Equation (2). Con avity of the rate with respe t to p in (2) implies that
if we assign  1 odes to a user u, then it is optimal to divide the total power
p allo ated to that user equally among the odes assigned as summarized below.
(Equipartition of power) Given odes and overall power p to
a user i in time slot t, the overall rate Ri (t) in time slot t is maximized for
pji = p= ; j = 1; : : : ; .

Lemma 3.1

Using Lemma 3.1 we an write the rate obtainable by the ith user when it
is given odes and total power p as
gp
Ri (t) = Ri (p; ) = W log(1 + i ):
(4)
Dis rete Power (Rate) Case: When we have a dis rete rate set, the a tual
rate obtained on ea h ode is given by the highest dis rete rate10 whi h is below
W log(1 + gp ). Therefore, the di eren e between the ontinuous rate and the
dis rete rate ase, depends on the dis rete rate set available. The proof of the
following fa t is obvious.

If RR(h(h)1)  2 for the dis rete rate set fR(h)g, then for any ontinuous
power allo ation p there exists a dis rete rate R(l) su h that R(l)  12 ri (p), where
ri (p) is given by (2).
Fa t 3.1

3.2 Computational Hardness
In order to understand the hallenge of the problem further, let us onsider
the oine omplexity of the s heduling problems. If power (rate) values are
required to be drawn from a dis rete set, the problem in its simplest instan e
is the bin pa king problem and hen e it is NP- omplete [12℄. We fo us on the
more hallenging ase when the number of odes is dis rete, as usual, but the
power (and hen e the rate) is allowed to take any ontinuous value. In order to
prove the hardness of this problem, we will onsider the version of the problem
in whi h the ith request has arrival (release) time ai , deadline di and size si in
bytes. Using this, we an state the following theorem.
10
Note that we make a regularity assumption that the user gains are su h that the lowest
dis rete rate R(1)  W log(1 + gP ), i.e. by allo ating all the resour es to the user there exists
a feasible dis rete rate. In pra ti e, error- orre ting odes an be used over a group of odes
to in rease the dynami range of user gains that fall into the feasible region.
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Theorem 3.1 If the number of odes assigned to ea h user is integral, then it is
NP- omplete to ompute a feasible s hedule for the problem of meeting deadlines
even if all users have the same hannel gain, a ommon release time, a ommon
deadline and the power assigned to ea h ode is not restri ted to a dis rete set
of values.

We redu e the NP- omplete problem 3-partition de ned as follows [12℄:
INSTANCE: A set A ofP
3m elements, a1 ; a2 ; : : : ; a3m , a bound B and a size

Proof:

m s(a ) = mB .
s(aj ), aj 2 A, su h that 3j=1
j
QUESTION: Can A be partitioned into m disjoint
sets A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; Am su h
P
that for 1  i  m, Ai has three elements and a 2A s(aj ) = B ?
The redu tion is as follows: given an instan e I of 3-partition we de ne an
instan e J of the ombinatorial problem of meeting deadlines with 3m users.
The request of user j , 1  j  3m, has size sj = s(aj ); all requests are released
at time 0 and have a ommon deadline D = m. All users have the same hannel
gain g and, therefore, the power that users need to get desired rates depends
only on the number of odes they are assigned and on the size of the request.
Let pj denote the power assigned to user j if only one ode is assigned to j over
all frames. We assume that there are P
3 odes per frame and that the maximum
m p = mP .
power of the base station is P where 3j=1
j
We now show that there is an assignment of users to frames that meets the
ommon deadline D if and only if I has a feasible solution.
Assume that A1 ; A2 ; : : : ; Am is a feasible solution of I . We de ne a solution
of J as follows: if element aj , j = 1; 2; : : : 3m, is assigned to set Ai then user j is
assigned to frame i with the minimum power that is needed to satisfy the user's
request in onePode in any one frame. It is easy to see that this is a feasible
solution sin e a 2A s(aj ) = B implies that P is the total power required by
users assigned to frame i.
Similarly it is possible to show that given a feasible solution of J that satisfy
all users' request within m frames, it is possible to obtain a feasible solution of
I . Namely, it is suÆ ient to assign to set Ai , i = 1; 2; : : : m, the elements that
orrespond to users assigned
to frame i; sin e the total power assigned to frame
P

i is P it follows that a 2A s(aj ) = B . That ompletes the proof.
The result above in fa t shows the problem to be NP- omplete in the strong
sense (see [12℄ for de nition and signi an e). It is easy to see that this result
immediately extends to the problem of minimizing the maximum response time.
We an also show that this problem is hard to approximate. This is summarized in the following theorem.
j

j

i

i

j

i

For every > 0, it is NP-hard to ompute a -approximation of
the maximum response time.

Theorem 3.2

We apply the gap te hnique for proving inapproximability results ([3℄)
showing a redu tion from 3-Dimensional Mat hing to the problem of minimizing
the maximum response time in the dis rete ase. 3-Dimensional Mat hing is
de ned as follows:

Proof:

8

INSTANCE:
a set A of 3n rationals xi , 0 < xi < 1, i = 1; 2; : : : ; 3n su h that
P3n
i=1 xi

= n.

QUESTION: Can A be partitioned into
n sets Fj , j = 1; 2; : : : ; n, su h that for
P

ea h j , j = 1; 2; : : : ; n, jFj j = 3 and 8x 2F xi = 1?
Given and an instan e I = fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; x3n g of 3-Dimensional Mat hing we
de ne an instan e I 0 of the s heduling problem of minimizing the max response
time and we show that if I has a solution then the max response time of I 0 is n;
otherwise the max response time of I 0 is bigger than n. Therefore, by the gap
te hnique, if there exists a polynomial time algorithm for solving the problem
of minimizing the maximum response time within a fa tor approximation of
the optimum, then it is possible to solve 3-Dimensional Mat hing in polynomial
time. Sin e 3-Dimensional Mat hing is NP- omplete the theorem follows.
Given and I = fx1 ; x2 ; : : : ; x3n g we de ne an instan e of the s heduling
problem with ( n +1)n( +3) jobs and we assume that ea h slot has total power
equal to 10 and that there are three odes per slot.
The jobs are released in n+1 phases; in ea h phase n( +3) jobs are released.
Phase k = 0; ::::; n is formed by two stages as follows:
i

j

: At time t = kn( + 1), 3n requests J1 ; J2 ; : : : ; J3n arrive. For ea h
k and i, the gain fun tion of request Ji is su h that by assigning power
greater or equal to 3 + xi one ode is suÆ ient to omplete the job in a
slot and 3 + xi is the minimum power requirement to pro ess request Ji .
Jobs released in Stage 1 of a phase are alled J-jobs in the following.

Stage 1

: At time t = kn( + 1) + n + j , j = 0; 1; :::; n 1 a job Aj is released.
For ea h k and j , the gain fun tion of this job is su h that by assigning
power equal or greater to 8 one ode is suÆ ient to omplete it in a slot
and 8 is the minimum power requirement to pro ess the job. Jobs released
in Stage 2 of a phase are alled A-jobs in the following.

Stage 2

The easy proof of the following Fa t is omitted.
All requests released in stage 1 of a phase an be ompleted using n
slots if and only if I has a solution; otherwise there are at least n + 1 slots
ontaining requests released in stage 1 of the phase.

Fa t 3.2

We rst prove that if instan e I of 3-Dimensional Mat hing has a solution
then the maximum response time is equal to n. This follows sin e the 3n jobs
released at time kn( + 1) an be s heduled in n slots and therefore ompleted
by time kn( +1)+ n. Every job of stage 2, released at time t = kn( +1)+ n + j ,
j = 0; 1; :::; n 1, is s heduled at time t itself.
We are left to prove that if instan e I of the 3-dimensional mat hing problem
has not a solution then the maximum response time is bigger than n. This
follows from the following indu tion on the number k of phases:

Assume that instan e I has not a solution. For every k = 1; 2; ::; n,
if no J-job released in a phase j < k has response time bigger that n then k 1
A-jobs released in phases previous to k are not s heduled by time kn( + 1).
Fa t 3.3

9

Proof: We prove the laim by indu tion. For the basis of the indu tion we
prove the laim for k = 1. If instan e I has not a solution then, by Fa t 3.2,
at least one J-job is not ompleted by slot n 1. If the response time of this
job is less than n( + 1)then it is s heduled in some time slot in [n; n( + 1) 1℄
and therefore one A-job will be s heduled after time n( + 1). Assume the laim
is true until phase k 1. We therefore have k 1 A-jobs released before time
(k 1)n( + 1) not ompleted by time slot kn( + 1). All J-jobs released in
Stage 1 of phase k are s heduled in at least n + 1 di erent slots before time
(k + 1)n( + 1). Sin e a time slot annot a omodate an A-job together with a
J-job, it then follows that at least k of the A-jobs released by time (k +1)n( +1)
will be s heduled not earlier than (k + 1)n( + 1).

We therefore have n + 1 A-jobs released by time ( n + 1)n( + 1) s heduled
after this time. The max response time of one A-job is therefore at least n + 1.



3.3 Oine S heduling Problem
We study the oine version i.e., when all arrival times are known apriori. Using
this, we will get lower bounds on the optimal values of ertain QoS metri s whi h
will be a ben hmark to ompare against online algorithms.
Deadlines S heduling Problem: Here, ea h request i has an arrival time
ai as well as a deadline di . As before, for ea h request i, at time ai we know
its size si and the hannel gain gi . The goal is to merely test feasibility, i.e.,
determine if there is a valid s hedule that meets all deadlines. This problem is
the te hni al ore of many other s heduling problems.
We an write the solution to the deadlines s heduling problem as a ombinatorial optimization program as shown in Table 1. Here, (i; t) denotes the
number of odes assigned to user i in time slot t, while p(i; t) is the total power
assigned to user i in time slot t over all the odes. This is alled the time indexed
program in the table.
Sin e () and p() take on only dis rete values, even to he k feasibility is
an NP- omplete problem as proved earlier. Hen e, we relax the variables to
be ontinuous by allowing (i; t) and p(i; t) to be fra tional, resulting in the
Fra tional Time Indexed Program.
Theorem 3.3 There exists a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm to solve the
Fra tional Time Indexed Program.

We rst show that the onstraint set is onvex. The Hessian
Ri (p; ) = W log(1 + gp ) is given by

Proof:

W g2
H=
( + gp)2





p





p :

H

for
(5)

is negative semide nite, and therefore the fun tion Ri (p; ) is on ave in
(p; ), (albeit not stri tly on ave) [20℄. The other onstraints are linear and
hen e the program is onvex. There exist polynomial time solutions for onvex
H
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programming problems that test feasibility [20℄. For this program, the running
time is polynomial not in input size (n; log si et ) but rather is polynomial in
the number of variables whi h in turn is bounded by the size of the numbers in
the input (i.e., si ).



The relaxation of the integer programming
problem to the pseudo-polynomial time algorithm, still results in a problem size
of O(nT ) variables, where n is the number of requests and T is the total length
of the s hedule. Next we onsider de reasing the number of variables used in
the onvex program. We will de ne a new program below alled the interval
indexed program.
An event is either the arrival or the deadline of a request in the system. Consider the sorted list of the events t1 ; : : : ; tK . We divide the time s ale into intervals where an interval is the time period between any two onse utive events,
that is interval Ik ontains [tk ; tk+1 ). For n requests, the total number of intervals is at most 2n. We will look for sliver solutions, that is, ones in whi h for
ea h interval I , ea h user i gets power p(i; t) and (i; t) for t 2 I that remains
onstant for all t 2 I , that is, p(i; t1 ) = p(i; t2) for t1 ; t2 2 I and likewise for ().
Let (i; k) be the fra tional number of odes and p(i; k) be the fra tional power
assigned to job i in interval k per time slot. Let ai 1 denote the interval at the
beginning of whi h job i arrives in the system, and di 1 be the interval at the
end of whi h its deadline lies.
The formulation of the s heduling problem with slivers as a fra tional program is given in Table 1.
Interval Indexed Program:

Theorem 3.4 The time indexed program has a feasible solution if and only if
the interval indexed program has a feasible solution. It an be solved in time
polynomial in n; C using onvex programming.

We will show that if the time indexed onvex program has a feasible
solution, so does the interval indexed onvex program; the other dire tion is
trivial.
Say p(i; t) and (i; t) be the power and ode assignments respe tively at
time frame t to user i in the time indexed onvex program. Therefore, these
values satisfy all the P
onstraints of the time indexed
program. We now
P 2 (i;tonvex
p(i;t)
)
2
laim that p(i; k) =
and (i; k) =
are feasible values in


the interval indexed onvex program for user i in interval k, for all users and
intervals. That is, these values would satisfy the
P onstraints of the interval
indexed onvex program. Clearly we an bound i p(i; k) as

Proof:

t

k

t

k

P

t2k p(i; t)
k

k

k

P

i p(i; t)
k

P
 P:

i
t2k
t2k k
So the power onstraint is satis ed; similarly, the ode onstraint is satis ed
too. We have
X

1 X

k

t

2

k

(i; t) log(1 +

=

X

gi p(i; t)

(i; t)



X

)  (i; k) log(1 +
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gi p(i; k)
)
(i; k)

due to Jensen's inequality for multidimensional fun tions whi h states that
 f (E [X℄) for a on ave fun tion f () [11℄. Therefore, the demand
onstraint is satis ed whi h ompletes the proof.

E [f (X)℄



The result above exposes an interesting stru tural property of the interval
indexed onvex program, i.e., the stru ture that sliver assignment of power and
ode to requests is optimal in the fra tional ase.
Using the Deadlines S heduling Problem: Given that the feasibility of the
(relaxed) time-indexed program an be solved eÆ iently, we an use it to solve
the oine maximum response time problem nearly optimally. We do this by
guessing a target response time F , and he king the feasibility of a deadline
s heduling problem with deadlines ai + F . By doing a binary sear h on the
target response time value, we get an eÆ ient (polynomial time) algorithm to
optimize the maximum response time. Indeed the same approa h works for
optimizing quality of servi e riteria su h as maxi f ( i ai ) for any monotoni
in reasing fun tion f .

4 Online Heuristi s
In this se tion we present our main algorithmi results, namely, a set of online
algorithms for optimizing the metri s of our interest. As is standard, we measure the performan e of an online algorithm using the ratio of the value of the
obje tive fun tion (here, max- ow) a hieved by the online algorithm and the
optimal value, whi h an be omputed oine.
In our analysis we also use resour e augmentation [15℄. That is, we ompare
the optimum (i.e. the solution found by adversary) with the value of the solution
found by the online algorithm when it is provided with more resour es than an
adversary who an serve it optimally.
Formally, we say that algorithm A for our s heduling problem is an ( ; ; ; Æ)
approximation if it provides an approximation of the optimum when the sizes
of user requests are s aled down by a fa tor and the number of odes (the
power) used by the algorithm is at most (Æ, respe tively) times the number
of odes (the power, respe tively) used by the optimum solution to serve the
original input sequen e.

4.1 Minimizing the Maximum Response Time
We rst develop our analysis for the \ ontinuous" rate ase (Theorem 4.2) and
then analyze the ase when, for ea h ode, only a dis rete rate set is allowed
(Theorem 4.4). It is well known in pro essor s heduling literature [7℄ that the
online algorithm Earliest Release Time (ERT) or First In First Out (FIFO) is
optimal for minimizing the maximum response time on a single ma hine and is
a 3 approximation algorithm on parallel ma hines. In our ase FIFO allo ates
all the odes and power to one user at a time till the user ompletes the job.
Using the \Equipartition of power" lemma (Lemma 3.1), this translates into
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giving the user a power per ode of P=C in onse utive time slots that the user
ompletely o upies. In the sequel, for the sake of brevity, we speak of a P=C
allo ation to mean su h an allo ation. All heuristi s we propose in the following
use a P=C allo ation.
We study the online s heme where ea h user is given a power P=C per ode
and is served by a FIFO s heduling dis ipline. We all this s heduling dis ipline
FIFO( CP ). In the sequel, given an instan e I of ontinuous job arrivals and any
algorithm A, we denote the maximum response time a hieved by A on instan e
I by f A(I ). In the ase of FIFO( PC ) we simply write f F IF O (I ). We also denote
T (I ) and k OP T (I ) the overall power and odes assigned to the ith job
by pOP
i
i
of instan e I by the optimum. We also denote by ki (I ) the overall number of
odes assigned to job i, when it is served by allo ating equal power P=C to ea h
of the odes assigned to i. We rst show a negative result, whi h demonstrates
that FIFO( CP ) ould be arbitrarily worse than the optimum.
Theorem 4.1

For any M > 0 there is an instan e

I su h that

f F IF O (I )=f OP T (I ) > M:
Assume C 1 jobs arrive in a bat h every time slot so that they need
power ea h and one ode to omplete and su h that 0 < Æ  CP 1 , whi h
implies that the jobs an be s heduled in one time slot.11 Su h a sequen e would
be s heduled in two time-slots by FIFO( PC ), sin e it assigns two odes for ea h
job, and therefore, would need 2C 2 odes for every C 1 jobs. Hen e, the job
bat h that arrives at the M th time-slot is s heduled in the same time slot by the
optimum and therefore has a response time of 1, whereas the online FIFO( CP )
serves this job set only after 2(M 1) time slots have elapsed. Hen e, this job
set has a response time 2 + 2(M 1) M = M , for any M .

In spite of the negative results above, we an show that FIFO( CP ) is able to
a hieve the optimum if every request is redu ed to 50% of its original size. In
the sequel, given an instan e I of the problem, we denote by I 0 the instan e
in whi h ea h job size si in I has been redu ed to si =2. So, the ith request
be omes (a0i ; s0i ) = (ai ; si =2). In order to prove our result we need the following
lemma.
Proof:

P +Æ
C

Lemma 4.1

ki (I 0 )
C


 OP T
OP T
 max pi P (I ) ; ki C (I )

(6)

For ea h job i of size si on the original instan e I , let the pair pGS
i ,
be su h that


p k
GS  = arg
pGS
min
(7)
+
i ; ki
C
(p;k):s W k log(1+ ) P

Proof:

kiGS

i

gi p
k

GS
where pGS
i , ki are the total power and odes assigned to user i. This solution
GS
allo ates a power per ode psi = pGS
i =ki to the ith job/user. Of ourse, it is
11

Re all that the maximum power and odes available in a slot are P and C respe tively.
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possible that kiGS > C . In order to lhave ma feasible allo ation, for ea h ode
p
whi h uses power psi we allo ate ris = P=C
odes with power CP in ea h ode.
p ,
Sin e ris  P=C
s
i

s
i

si

(a)

 W kiGS log(1 + psi gi )

 W kiGS ris log



P
1 + gi
C



P
1 + ris gi
C

 W kiGS log





(8)

:

where (a) is due to (7). Hen e, using this allo ation the demand si of ea h user
=k
i is satis ed. As a result, we an give ki (I ) = kiGS d p P=C
e odes with power
P ea h and still omplete the job. Therefore, for the P=C allo ation, if we use
C
ki (I ) odes for job i, we obtain,
GS
i



GS
ki (I ) kiGS pGS
i =ki
=
C
C
P=C





 GS
p

GS
i

kGS
+ i
P
C
i



(9)

We now relate this to the optimal solution on the instan e I . Re all that
the size of ea h job is redu ed by 1=2 in I 0 , with respe t to I . Therefore12,
onsidering the P=C allo ation done for jobs in I 0 we have,

ki (I 0 ) 1 ki (I )
2 C
C
 OP T

OP T
 12 pi P (I ) + ki C (I )

 GS

GS
 21 pi P(I ) + ki C(I )
 OP T

OP T
 max pi (I ) ; ki (I )

P

(10)

C



Observe that ki (I 0 )=C is the number of time slots needed to satisfy the ith
request in the redu ed instan e, using a P=C allo ation.
Algorithm FIFO( PC ) s hedules the jobs in order of release time, assigning
a number of odes ki (I 0 ) with power allo ation P=C until 50% of the original
demand is met. Its operation an be summarized as follows:
1. When a request i is presented, nd the number ki (I 0 ) of odes needed to
omplete the ith demand, redu ed by 50% with PC power per ode.
2. When a job is ompleted sele t the pending user request, if any, with
earliest release time.
12
Note that the optimal assignment need not ne essarily assign equal power per ode a ross
the time slots where it s hedules the j th user. However, due to the joint on avity of the rate
in terms of power and ode assignment (see in proof of Theorem 3.3) the rate for a given user
an only in rease by giving equal power assignment per ode a ross time-slots, provided the
power onstraint is satis ed. Therefore, the optimal solution has a tighter onstraint than the
minimization in (7) and hen e the third inequality in (10) is satis ed.
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Observe that, as remarked above, a job may be served using more than C
odes, over more than one time slot.
Theorem 4.2

f F IF O (I 0 )  f OP T (I ) + 2;

8I :

(11)

Proof:
Consider the request r a hieving the maximum ow time for the
s heduling dis ipline FIFO( PC ) applied to instan e I 0 . W.l.o.g., we assume that
request r is the last request presented to the algorithm. Request r has been
released in slot tr and ompleted in slot Cr (I 0 ) in the algorithm's solution.
Denote by t (the renewal time) the last slot in whi h all requests that have
been presented before time t have been ompleted by slot t. We an restri t
our attention to the subset of user requests, denoted by J = fi 2 Ijai  tg,
that have been presented at or after slot t, sin e these are the only requests that
ontribute to the ow time of request r. The ompletion time for request
m
l P r using
k (I 0 )
P
0
F
IF
O
0
the FIFO( C ) dis ipline on instan e I is at most r
.
(I )  t +
C
Denote by s the user request ompleted last in the solution of the optimum on
instan e I . Request s has been released at some time ts  tr and therefore,
OP T (I ) ts  t ts + , where
s
i

= max

i

 P

OP T (I )   P k OP T (I ) 
i pi
i i
;
:

P

C

Now, we have




f F IF O (I 0 ) = Fr IF O (I 0 ) tr
P
0  (a)
i ki (I )  t t +
t tr +
s
C
OP T (I ) t + 2  f OP T (I ) + 2;
s
s

(12)

where (a) follows from Lemma 4.1 giving us the result.



This result shows that by redu ing the demand, we an prove a positive
result on FIFO( PC ). Next we explore the bene ts of resour e augmentation. For
0
P 0  P and C 0  C , we denote by FIFO( CP 0 ) the FIFO heuristi s, as des ribed
above, when the online is provided with power P 0 and a number C 0 of odes per
time slot. As
0 proved by the following theorem, a positive result an be shown
for FIFO( PC 0 ). In both the statement and proof of Theorem 4.3 we use FIFO to
0
mean FIFO( PC 0 ).
Theorem 4.3 9 P 0  2P; C 0  2C su h that,

f F IF O (I )  f OP T (I );

8I :

(13)

T (t) the power assigned by OPT to the ith request on
Denote by pj;OP
i
the j th ode during time slot t. Correspondingly, we assign rij (t) = d p P=C (t) e

Proof:

j;OP T
i
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odes with power
P=C per ode. Due to the power onstraint, we have for the
P PC
T (t)  P: For every slot t, we an now easily give
tth time slot: i j=1 pj;OP
i
an upper bound to the total number of odes needed with the P=C allo ation:
C " j;OP T #
XX
pi
(t)
j
ri (t) 
+C
P=C
i j =1
i j =1

C
XX

 2C;

(14)

where the se ond inequality is due to the power onstraint. Therefore, there
exists a P=C allo ation whi h a hieves the same s hedule as the optimal but
using power P 0  2P and odes C 0  2C . The problem of s heduling jobs with
P=C power per ode is like a single pro essor s heduling problem [7℄, and FIFO
is optimal for this problem with respe t to maximum response time, proving
the result.

We now show how to transform our algorithms for the ontinuous ase into
algorithms for the dis rete ase. Re all that in the ontinuous ase we assign
power P=C to every ode, but this may orrespond to a non-feasible transmission
rate at the re eiver for some spe i user. To move from the ontinuous to the
dis rete ase, we need to round the power assignment to a value that sustains
one of the allowed dis rete transmission rates 13 .
We propose a rounding s heme that allows us to turn a solution for the
ontinuous ase into a solution for the dis rete ase. We onsider two possible
kinds of rounding of a power z assigned to a ode:
1. Round up: If there exists a power z1 2 (z; 2z ℄ orresponding to a dis rete
rate, then assign power z1 to the ode.
2. Round down: If there exists a power z2
rate, then assign power z2 per ode.

z

orresponding to a dis rete

For ea h user we hoose the rounding that would give the higher rate, provided the user were given all the resour es i.e., all the power and odes. We
denote by FIFOdis ( PC ), the s heduling dis ipline obtained by taking the dis ipline FIFO( PC ) and applying the above rounding pro edure. It is easy to see
that the following result holds.
Lemma 4.2

mands.

The allo ation s heme for the dis rete ase satis es all users de-

Proof: User i is allo ated with power per ode x. For every ode allo ated
with exa tly x, rounding up will in rease the transmission rate a hieved on a
ode by a user. Rounding down will result, by Fa t 3.1, in a transmission rate
that is at least half of the transmission rate in the ontinuous ase. Therefore,
13 For the P=C allo ation we impose a further regularity ondition that the lowest dis rete
), i.e. there is a feasible dis rete rate below this power allo ation.
rate R(1)  W log(1 + gP
C
Though this is perhaps a little more stringent than required, it makes the analysis simpler. As
before this restri tion an be removed in pra ti e by using error- orre ting odes on a group
of odes, so that the ombined rate is a feasible dis rete rate.
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by assigning two odes, the transmission rate for the user does not de rease.
Hen e, the demand is satis ed by the rounding s heme.

Now, we show that the approximations shown for the ontinuous ase an be
translated to the ase of a dis rete rate set by additional resour e augmentation.
The idea of the proof is to show that the additional power and odes needed
in the rounding pro edure above, for the dis rete s hedule to be as good as the
ontinuous ase, are properly bounded. In both the 0 statements and proofs of
Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 we use FIFO to mean FIFO( CP 0 ).
Theorem 4.4 9 P 0  2P; C 0  2C su h that,
(I 0 )  f OP T (I ) + 2;

f F IF O

dis

8I :

(15)

Proof:
Let K1 (K2 ) denote the sets of odes whose asso iated power was
rounded up (respe tively down) in a parti ular time slot t. We are interested in
the power assigned to a parti ular ode j in time slot t after rounding, regardless
of the parti ular request it serves. For this reason, we denote by pj this power
and it is understood that we refer to ode j and time slot t. Clearly, jK1 j +
jK2 j  C . Furthermore, pj  2P=C; j 2 K1 and pj  P=C; j 2 K2 . Now,
suppose in ea h time-slot, for every ode j 2 K2 we assign two odes with
power pj , and for ea h ode j 2 K1 (whose power was rounded up) we assign
one ode. Clearly, this allo ation will meet the same demand as the ontinuous
rate FIFO( CP ) s hedule, hen e the two s hedules are equivalent. Using this and
Theorem 4.2 (15) an be obtained. The only question that remains is how mu h
resour e augmentation was done to obtain this.
new allo ation and in
X In the X
0
the onsidered time slot, we have used P =
pj + 2
pj total power and
j 2K1
j 2K2
C 0 = jK1 j + 2jK2 j total odes. But we have,

P
P
P 0  2 jK1 j + 2jK2 j  2P
C
C
C 0 = jK1 j + 2jK2 j  2C:

(16)

Hen e the new allo ation uses at most a power P 0  2P and a number of odes
C 0  2C in ea h time slot.

We an also extend the result in Theorem 4.3 to the dis rete rate with
more resour e augmentation. This is given in Theorem 4.5 below, whose proof
pro eeds the same as Theorem 4.4 and is therefore omitted.
Theorem 4.5 9 P 0  4P; C 0  4C su h that,

f F IF O

dis

(I )  f OP T (I );

8I :

(17)

4.2 Other QoS riteria
Although we fo used on minimizing the maximum response time in this paper,
we an extend our results to P
other optimization riteria su h as minimizing
total weighted response time, i wi ( i ai ), where arbitrary weights wi are
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spe i ed for ea h request i. We also onsider the spe ial ase of average ow
time, where wi = n1 , for n jobs. For average ow time, we analyze the Shortest
Remaining Pro essing Time (SRPT) heuristi , whi h is optimal for the problem
of minimizing the average ow time on a single ma hine [4℄. For weighted
response time, we analyze Highest Density rst (HDF), whi h at any time t
s hedules the pending request with maximum ratio wi =si , whi h is de ned as
the density. More in detail, for ea h instan e I and job i 2 I , the number of
odes needed to serve i using a P=C allo ation is rst al ulated. This also
allows to al ulate the number of time frames needed to omplete i using a P=C
allo ation. Jobs are then s heduled with this power/ ode allo ation using the
SRPT (respe tively HDF) heuristi . In the ase of SRPT, this means that at
any time the job with the smallest remaining number of frames to omplete is
s heduled. We have the following results.
Algorithm SRPT a hieves the optimum average ow time if every user demand is redu ed by a fa tor 1=2.

Theorem 4.6

Consider user i and denote by fired and by fiOP T respe tively the number of frames used for user i by the algorithm working on instan e I 0 (demands
redu ed by 50% in size) and a lower bound on the number of frames used for
the same request by the optimum working on the original instan e I .
From Lemma 4.1 it follows
Proof:

fired



pOP T kOP T
maxf i ; i g  fiOP T
P
C

We know that SRPT on allo ation ffiOP T g gives an optimal solution. Consider the s hedule produ ed by SRPT on ffiOP T g and stop pro essing request
i when it has been allo ated fired time slots. This new s hedule has an average
ow time ertainly smaller than SRPT on ffiOP T g, from whi h the theorem
follows.

For any  > 0, Highest Density rst is an 1+  approximation for
minimizing the weighted ow time if every request is guaranteed for a fra tion
1
2(1+) of the original demand.
Theorem 4.7

For every job i, we denote by fired and by fiOP T respe tively the maximum number of frames used by the algorithm working with redu ed demands
and a lower bound on the number of frames used by the optimum to serve the
ith request. Observe that, if we denote by fi0 the number of time slots needed
to serve the ith request when ea h demand is redu ed by 50% in size and a P=C
allo ation is used, we have fired  1+1  fi0 . Also, from Lemma 4.1, fi0  fiOP T ,
for whi h fired  1+1  fiOP T . The optimum has to allo ate at least fiOP T frames
to request i in order to meet its demand.
For the sake of analysis, we ompare HDF with a lower bound on the optimum given by a fra tional version of HDF, denoted in the following by FHDF.
HDF and FHDF work the same way, but FHDF is able to redu e the weight of
Proof:
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a job fra tionally, as the job is pro essed. In parti ular, if an amount s of job
i has already been s heduled by frame t, then the weight of job i is redu ed to
wiF HDF (t) = wi (si s)=si . The size of job i at time t is analogously redu ed to
si (t) = si s. Observe wi (t)=si (t) = wi =si , hen e the density of a job remains
onstant along the exe ution of FHDF. This implies that FHDF s hedules jobs
in the same order as HDF.
The maximum ratio between the weights not ompleted by HDF and FHDF
at any time t is an upper bound on the approximation ratio of the two algorithms. Sin e fired  1+1  fiOP T and both FHDF and HDF s hedule jobs in the
same order, the number of frames allo ated by FHDF to any request i by time
t is never larger than the number of frames allo ated to request i by HDF. It
follows that the jobs that are ompleted by F HDF at any time t are also ompleted by HDF within the same time. As a onsequen e, the ratio between the
un ompleted weight of the two algorithms is given by the maximum over all jobs
i of w w (t) . Assume the worst ase in whi h both HDF and FHDF started
job i at the same time. When HDF is about to omplete request i, FHDF is still
left with at least 1+  fiOP T frames to be allo ated to request i, therefore with a
fra tion at least 1+  of the original weight of request i. The ratio between the
remaining weight of HDF and FHDF is then bounded by
i
F HDF
i

wi
F
HDF
(t)
wi

 1 +  ;

for whi h the laim of the theorem holds.

The Highest Density rst heuristi , when spe ialized to average stret h and
average response time, be omes the Shortest Pro essing Time rst heuristi
(SPT), that at any time s hedules the pending request that has shortest proessing time. (Note that the sele tion poli y still applies to the SPT algorithm.)
For any  > 0, Shortest Pro essing Time rst is an 1+  approximation for minimizing the average stret h (and response time) if every request
1 of the original demand.
is guaranteed for a fra tion 2(1+
)
Corollary 4.1

5 Simulation Study
In this se tion, we study the performan e of our online and oine algorithms
experimentally.

5.1 Online Algorithms

The F IF O( PC ) algorithm was des ribed in Se tion 4. We all this algorithm
FIFO- ontinuous. Essentially, this algorithm allots P=C power to ea h ode,
and job requests are then s heduled in the order of their arrival.
The rounding pro edure for onverting the ontinuous power (rate) algorithm to a dis rete power (rate) algorithm was des ribed in Se tion 4.1. Sin e
rounding the rates might result in some power and/or odes to be unused in a
19

slot, we design dis rete-rate online algorithms to minimize this potential waste
of resour es in order to redu e the maximum response time. We have developed
three online dis rete-rate algorithms, whi h we all FIFO, 2D-FIFO, and 2DPIKI. Given a job, the power per ode orresponding to the dis rete bit rate is
the same for all of these algorithms. They di er only in the way the jobs are
sele ted for re eiving servi e.
This is the traditional FIFO algorithm. The request i urrently in the
system that has the earliest release time ai is always sele ted.

FIFO:

The request i urrently in the system that has the earliest release
time ai has higher priority over other job requests. However, if job i
leaves power/ odes unused in that time-slot, other jobs h in the system
are onsidered in the non-de reasing order of their release times ah .

2D-FIFO:

The request i urrently in the system that has the highest value of
power per ode pi is sele ted. If this job leaves power/ odes unused in that
time-slot, other jobs i in the system are onsidered in the non-in reasing
order of the power per ode pi . This s heme aims to a hieve a better
pa king in ea h time slot, in order to redu e the ompletion time.

2D-PIKI:

Due to dis rete nature of the rate set, in ertain slots the s heduler may
have some odes kextra and some power pextra that annot be assigned to any
job in the system, sin e the power per ode pi > pextra for all jobs i. In su h a
situation, the s heduler will hoose the rst job that re eived servi e in the slot
and give it the best possible dis rete rate with the remaining power and odes.
This is appli able to all the three algorithms des ribed above.
Note that no algorithm guarantees that all the power and odes will be
used in every slot. Therefore, we expe t to see di eren es between the FIFOontinuous algorithm and the three dis rete-rate algorithms. In the remainder
of this se tion, we will quantify the di eren es through simulations.

5.2 Channel Spe i ations
We adopt the hannel spe i ations similar to 3G system proposals [8, 21℄ for
our hannel model.14
We perform experiments on a single ell and abstra t the e e t of out-ofell interferers into a de rease in SINR values. The peak power available at
the base station was hosen to be P = 40W , while the maximum number of
hannels was hosen as C = 16. The power attenuation fa tor gu for user
u is modeled with two omponents: (a) shadow loss omponent S , whi h is a
log-normal shadowing variable, and (b) path loss omponents P = 1=d , where
d is the distan e between the base station and the user and is the distan e
loss exponent. We hose = 3, giving gu / S=d3u .
14
We would like to emphasize that our algorithms are appli able to all systems that support multiple hannels and multiple rates. Su h systems in lude the various next-generation
wireless data networks.
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The parameters to be used for the rate al ulation given in Equation (2) were
 = 76:8KHz and = 4:7dB . We
hosen as follows:  = 1:67 millise onds, W
operated over an SINR range from 15dB/Hz to 15dB/Hz. The dis rete rate
set used is a set of 15 rates : f2.4, 4.8, 9.6, 19.2, 38.4, 76.8, 102.6, 153.6, 204.8,
307.2, 614.4, 921.6, 1228.8, 1843.2, 2457.6g Kbps. Under these restri tions, the
maximum data rate for a mobile user in the ell will range from 10 Kbps to 2
Mbps.

5.3 Data Sets and Simulation Tools
The tra es used in the experiments are derived from a single web-proxy server.
In omparing the online algorithms with the oine optimum, we used tra es
that onsist of up to 100 jobs that arrive over a period of 1 minute15 . To
evaluate the performan e of various online algorithms under heavy demand,
we used tra es onsisting of 4000 jobs arriving over a period of 35-40 minutes,
where the requests are generated by 100 users in the ell. In all of the tra es
used, the minimum request size was 40 bytes, the maximum request size was 500
kilobytes, with mean request sizes ranging from 20 - 34 kilobytes. The average
inter-arrival time of requests in the tra es is 500 - 600 millise onds.
In order to ompute the optimum ow in the oine ase, we used an optimization tool alled LOQO [1℄. Our online algorithms were evaluated using a
ustom-built simulator.

5.4 Experiments
We performed two kinds of experiments to evaluate our algorithms. The rst set
of experiments validate our theoreti al results and demonstrate some interesting
properties of the online algorithms, while the se ond experiment was designed
to measure the average- ase performan e of our algorithms.
5.4.1

Online Heuristi s

In this se tion, we evaluate the di erent online algorithms and ompare their
performan e against the oine optimal algorithm. We used small web tra es,
with 100 jobs arriving over a period of 1 minute, for omputing the onvex
programming lower bound for max- ow (see Se tion 3.3), whi h we denote by
OPT. The job requests are for users who are distributed uniformly in the ell.
We present the max- ow results for four su h tra es along with the results for
the online heuristi s in Table 2: all max- ow values are in terms of slots.
It an be seen that the online algorithms perform very lose to the optimal,
on the average. From the table, we also see that 2D-FIFO performs the best
among the three dis rete-rate algorithms. In addition, the dis rete algorithms
always appear to perform worse than the ontinuous version.
15
The small size of these tra es was primarily due to the omputational restri tions on
nding the optimal ow.
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These inferen es ontinue to hold true in most instan es, as we will show in
the subsequent examples. We simulated the three algorithms FIFO- ontinuous,
2D-FIFO and 2D-PIKI on 36 tra es of 4000 requests ea h generated by 100 users
distributed over the ell. Figure 1 shows the values of the max- ow omputed
for all the 36 tra es by the three algorithms. One an still observe that 2DFIFO is very lose to FIFO- ontinuous on all tra es, while 2D-PIKI performs
the worst.
Though these results hold on the average, we give a autionary note that
there an be examples where this average behavior is violated. We designed
syntheti tra es where 2D-PIKI performs as well as the optimal algorithm and
better than the 2D-FIFO algorithm.
5.4.2

Resour e Augmentation

In this set of experiments, we will examine the amount of resour e augmentation
needed for a dis rete-rate algorithm to a hieve the same max- ow as FIFOontinuous and ompare it to theoreti al bounds given in Theorems 4.4 and
4.5.
Using the same set of 36 web tra es des ribed in Se tion 5.4.1, the s heduling
algorithms were provided with augmented power in steps fP; 1:25P; 1:5P; 1:75P; 2P g
and augmented number of odes in steps fC; 1:5C; 2C; 3C g.
In the rst experiment we measure the worst ase ratio between the max
ow-time of 2D-FIFO and FIFO- ontinuous. We tested the 2D-FIFO algorithm,
sin e it outperforms the other algorithms in the average ase. The results of the
rst experiment are summarized in the 3-D graphi of Figure 2. We observe on
all tra es that 2D-FIFO obtains a max- ow time lower than FIFO- ontinuous
with power augmentation fa tor 1:5. We also found that a ode augmentation
fa tor of 4 is needed (without power augmentation) to obtain max- ow time
lower than FIFO- ontinuous. Therefore augmenting odes is not as eÆ ient as
augmenting power. Another way to observe this is by examining (4) where the
rate is R(p; ) = W log(1+ gp ). Here one an see that R(p; )  W gp; 8 , hen e
even with a large number of odes, the rate is bounded above. In ontrast, the
rate is an unbounded fun tion of p.
In a se ond experiment, for ea h ombination of augmented power and odes
we redu e the demand in steps fsi ; 0:95si; 0:9si ; 0:85si; 0:8si; 0:75si; 0:7si ; 0:6sig
until we nd the Max- ow for the redu ed demand in the dis rete ase to be
lesser or equal than the Max- ow omputed by FIFO- ontinuous with power
P and odes C at 100% of the demand. The lower hull over all tra es of the
redu ed demand for ea h ombination of augmented ode and power was taken.
This represents the maximum demand redu tion for a given ombination of
augmented resour es, as shown in Figure 3.
Two observations an be made here:
(a) The average ase is better than the worst- ase. In Figure 3 we observe
that if power is augmented 1.25 P , then the Max- ow in the dis rete ase with
95% of the original demand equals that of the ontinuous ase with power P .
(b) Code augmentation and power augmentation are not the same. As an
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be seen from Figures 2 and 3, the asymmetri nature of the graphs tells us that
over-provisioning odes is not very eÆ ient ompared to over-provisioning of
power.
In on lusion, our experimental results demonstrate that the dis rete-rate
algorithms proposed in this se tion perform loser to the ontinuous-rate ase
than the worst ase analyses indi ate. We also show that resour e augmentation,
in parti ular, power augmentation, will onsiderably enhan e the performan e
of dis rete algorithms.
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Time Indexed Program (integral)
maximize 1
subjePt to
Pn
(i; t)  C 8t  ni=1 p(i; t)  P;
i=1
Pdi 1
p(i;t)g
W (i; t) log 1 + (i;t) i  si ;
t=ai
P
(i; t) = 0; 8i
P t<ai ;tdi
p(i; t) = 0; 8i
t<ai ;tdi
(i; t); p(i; t) dis rete values

8t
8i

Interval Indexed Program (fra tional)
maximize 1
subjePt to
Pn
(i; k)  C 8k  ni=1 p(i; k) P; 8k
i=1
Pdi 1
p(i;k)g
W k (i; k) log 1 + (i;k) i  si ; 8i
t=ai
P
1
1 (i; k ) = 0; 8i
P k<ai ;k>di
1 ;k>d 1 p(i; k ) = 0; 8i
k<a
i
i
(i; k); p(i; k)  0; 8i; k

Table 1: Oine s heduling programs

Tra e
on
on
on
on

g1
g2
g3
g4

OPT
(in slots)

Continuous
FIFO

FIFO

Dis rete
2D-FIFO

2D-PIKI

109257
50249
36460
16224

109891
50637
36725
16254

120682
55281
40325
17280

114054
52263
38540
17210

114587
59467
46432
24711

Table 2: Online Heuristi s: Performan e
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Figure 1: On-line Heuristi s: Performan e
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Figure 2: On-line Heuristi s: Max-Flow with Resour e Augmentation
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Figure 3: On-line Heuristi s: Redu ed Demand and Resour e Augmentation
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